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by DOT TUER 

FUSE 

The lnstal lation 

From March 31 to April 4, 1987, it was possible to put your 
ears to the world of shortwave radio and your eyes to the 
world of wirepress services and interactive database sys
tems through an installation created by Oliver Kellhammer 
at A Space gallery in Toronto. On April 1, 1987, I as a con
firmed technophobe, entered A Space to investigate this in· 
stallation. Within twenty minutes I had not only learned 
how to access these resources, but was hooked on the flow 
of information available at my fingertips. For the next two 
days I used the assembled technology (which was inexpen
sive and by no means exhaustive) to monitor the news as it 
happened. X-Press, a consumer service offering a selection 
of wireservices, was connected to a computer at A Space 
through Rogers Cable. Available to individuals for $25 a 
month, X-Press's selection included CP (Canadian), AP 
(American), Washington Post (American), BPA (West 
Germany), CNA (Taiwan), Tass (Moscow), Notirnex 
(Mexico), XINCHA (China), KYODO (Japan), OPECNA 
(Oil cartel) and AFP (France). This service, combined with 
the shortwave radios which brought in signals from all over 
the world, and ECO NET, an interactive and international 
database, seemed to offer a limitless vista of information. 
In using the resources, however, quite another perspective 
emerged. 

Through the X-Press service, one can type in key words 
and the computer will store reports referring to, or employ· 
ing, these keywords. The words I listed included Nicara
gua, women's issues, Latin America, socialism, left-wing, 
right-wing, communism, El Salvador, feminism, revolu
tion, terrorism, and peace. Not one story on April 2, 1987, 
referred to these keywords. I then proceeded to edit all news 
stories which pertained to business topics. In so doing I 
reduced the number of reports on line from 425 to 15 within 
30 minutes. Shortwave radio, while monitoring signals 
from around the world, is dependent as an informational 
tool on the power of the frequencies released. Thus Voice 
of America and Voice of Moscow had clear reception, ancl 
a high-powered station broadcasting from Quito, EcuadOI 
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also proved to be an English-based American propaganda 
station. La Presna, Cuba, could only be received at night 
while Radio Nicaragua was permanently unavailable due to 
continuous jamming by the CIA. ECO NET, as an interac
tive database where users from around the world can post 
stories and responses via satellite for $15 a month, has the 
potential to create an inexpensive and alternative media 
source. But although the bulletin board includes such topics 
as ecology, Latin America, development, and peace, infor
mation posted is limited as there are not yet members in suf
ficient numbers to provide extensive global coverage. 
Similar databases in formative stages which also exchange 
stories with ECONET (California) include Peacenet 
(American), Alternet (Ottawa), Greennet (Green Party) 
and GEONET (Europe). 

Yet as I discovered in focusing upon one news item con
cerning· AIDS, limited resources are better than no 
resources at all. In tracing the dissemination of a news story 
originally run by ECO NET, which was subsequently pick
ed up by the wire services through another source, and 
eventually appeared in a local newspaper a month later, 
Kellhammer' s installation proved invaluable as a means to 
decipher the twists and turns taken by the 'free-flow' of in
formation. For although Ear to the World did not provide 
an instantaneous and utopian solution to media decen
tralization, it offered the possibility of gaining a critical 
perspective. 

An Example of Free-Flow Information 

AIDS VIRUS MAN-MADE IN THE USA? 
Hamburg (tozlg. id 25feb87) 

On February 25, 1987, a report on AIDS from Hamburg was 
transported via satellite to individuals and organizations 
around the world using the interactive database system, 
ECO NET. The report summarized an interview published 
by T AZ Berlin between Stefan Heym, a German writer and 
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Jakob Segal, a former head of the Institute for General 
Biology at Humboldt University in East Berlin. According to 
the interview, Segal began his research after discovering a 
report published in English at a non-aligned conference in 
Harare, Zimbabwe which suggested that AIDS was an ar
tificial rather than an organic virus. Segal traced this report 
back to a P- 4 high security laboratory at Fort Detrick, 
Maryland, which had been engaged in the manipulation of 
pathogenic· agents (viruses) since 1977 and used longterm 
prisoners as test cases, granting them early releases if they 
survived the experimentation. Culling information from 
scientific and government sources, Segal arrived at a 
speculative and circumstantial theory on the evolution of 
AIDS. Segal begins by stating that the theory that AIDS was 
originally a harmless monkey virus (HTL V 1) transferred to 
human beings is ''deliberate misinformation'' and that there 
is absolutely no proof that AIDS originated in Africa, dating 
the first documentation of AIDS in Africa to 1983, versus 
1979 in New York. According to research exchanged bet
ween the Pasteur Institute and Gallo, a scientist �orking out 
of Bethesda, Maryland, the HTL V III (AIDS) virus is geneti
cally related to both the HTL V I virus (monkey virus) 
discovered by Gallo as well as a Visna virus which produces a 
brain illness in sheep in Iceland. 

However, Segal explained, these two viruses are struc
turally so disparate that a hybrid could only have been 
produced by either an evolutionary miracle or genetic 
engineering. Segal thus concluded that such a hybrid was 
biologically engineered at Fort Detrick and tested on 
prisoners. Segal speculates that these prisoners demon
strated a slight infection which appeared to subside, were 
subsequently released, and headed for New York City 
where drugs and a homosexual milieu were readily avail
able. The consequent outbreak in New York City (with the 
first reported case of AIDS in 1979) and the prisoners' 
release in 1977 coincides with the two to five year incuba
tion period of AIDS. To back up his theory, Segal cited 
published U.S. congress reports which stated that experi
ments using radioactive material, viruses, and infectious 
germs had been performed on human beings and ref erred 
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